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Abstract Biased news still exists even though the balance, fairness and accuracy are important qualities in news reporting.

The bias in news causes political and social bipolarization and what is worse, it provides fodder for fake news which is one of

the serious social problems. To tackle the problem, therefore, we identify the words which induce bias for a given news article

by analyzing linguistic cues, such as factive verbs, implicative words, hedges, subjectivity words, etc., used in it. Our strategy

to detect bias word effectively is to compare the word usage with of other news articles about an identical news event. In

this process, we employ the concept of inverse document frequency (IDF), which is a well-known statistic in the information

retrieval, as one of the features to represent the word in the news article. We also present a news bias detecting method in a

hierarchical manner. We anticipate that our approach can be applied to other domains such as Wikipedia as well as newspapers

where the use of unbiased words is advised.
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1. Introduction

News has a large influence on viewpoint and attitude towards so-

cial issues including politics and economy. Therefore the fairness,

accuracy and balance are regarded as key requirements in news re-

porting. However unfair and biased news still surround us. Further-

more, so-called “Filter Bubble” effect boosts news readers to con-

sume only their favorite news media consistently [14]. It aggravates

the news bias problem.

News bias typically arises from the word choice for describing

the news event. For example, Table 1 shows two different news ar-

ticles about “returns of US surveillance planes from Iraqi airspace.”

The news article on the left side uses “complain”, on the other hand

the news article on the right side uses “threaten” about Iraq’s ac-

tion which caused the two plains returned. It assigns more negative

angle against Iraq’s action by using the latter representation.

Two articles in Table 2 describe two Democrats’ actions for the

rescindment decision of president Trump on Deferred Action for

Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program. In this figure, two different

words are used as modifiers of the word “immigrants” who were

the beneficiaries of the DACA program, i.e., undocumented and il-

legal. The use of the word “illegal” degrades immigrants by loading

more negativity than the use of “undocumented”. By using these

words the articles imply their stance on the rescindment of DACA

by Donald Trump.

Even though news articles deals with identical event, the articles

deliver the event with the different nuances by using different word

U.N.Withdraws U-2 Planes Iraq forces suspension of U.S.
surveillance flights

WASHINGTON (AP)-U.N. arms

inspectors said Tuesday they had

withdrawn two U-2 reconnaissance

planes over Iraq for safety reasons

after Baghdad complained both air-

craft were in the air simultaneously.

UNITED NATIONS (Reuters) -

Iraqi fighter jets threatened two

American U-2 surveillance planes,

forcing them to return and abort

their mission and return to base, se-

nior U.S. officials said Tuesday.
Table 1 News articles about “returns of US surveillance planes from Iraqi

airspace.” (left: AP and right: Reuters)

Pelosi and Schumer Say They
Have Deal With Trump to Re-
place DACA

Schumer, Pelosi announce deal
with Trump on Dreamers

WASHINGTON - Democratic lead-

ers on Wednesday night declared

that they had a deal with Presi-

dent Trump to quickly extend pro-

tections for young undocumented
immigrants and to finalize a border

security package that does not in-

clude the president’s proposed wall.

Democratic leaders emerged from

a dinner meeting Wednesday night

with PresidentTrumpto say they had

worked out a deal to grant perma-

nent protections to young illegal
immigrants - without having to ac-

cept funding for the president’s pro-

posed border wall.
Table 2 News articles about two Democrats’ actions for the rescindment

decision of the president Trump on Deferred Action for Childhood

Arrivals (DACA)

choices so that it causes that readers of particular newspaper have

biased point of view. In this paper, the words which cause bias on

the event are called as bias words in news articles. Our main goal is



to identify the bias words in the news articles automatically.

In news articles, however, to identify those bias words is challeng-

ing. The bias words make a fine distinction of nuance rather than

an opposite meaning directly because in principle, news aims for

factuality and impartiality to carry the banner for journalism [21].

Previous works which have tackled bias detection problem

mainly regards news articles or the words independently without

comparing news event context to investigate the word usage. They

mainly focus on grammatical role and predefined dictionary-based

features to represent words in news articles. But there are still lim-

itations. The previous approach needs to extend the size of dictio-

nary when precision is more required. Thus, even if every news

article uses a word w for describing an object A, their approach re-

gards the word w as a bias word. However, the word w might not be

a bias word if it is used across whole articles. It commonly exists,

such as in “encouraging good and punishing evil” case, including

hurricane damage. In this paper, we employ relativity as a feature

to represent a word used in news to figure out its biasing potential

from the whole dataset point of view.

In this paper, we present a news bias detecting method given a

news article based on a hierarchical structure which consists of top

down approach and bottom up approach. We also suggest a news

bias contrasting system which shows the most contrasting news con-

tent describing the identical news event but reveal most different

point of view from the given article. It helps news readers to aware

of biased contents injurious to balanced cognition of news event.

2. Related Works

Many researches made efforts to resolve news bias problem.

However most of them have focused on the news diversification ac-

cording to the content similarity. Park at al. [15] developed a news

diversification system, named NewsCube, to mitigate bias problem

by provide diverse information to users. They utilized the structure

of news text to capture the differences of news aspects represented

by several keywords.

In [16], comments of users on news articles are analyzed to iden-

tify news bias in terms of its political stance.

Hambourg et al. [5] presented a matrix-based news analysis to

display various perspectives for the same news topic in a two-

dimensional matrix.

Ogawa et al. [13] focused on descripting way of the relationship

between main participants in news articles to detect news bias. To

catch descripting way of the relationship, they expanded sentiment

words in SentiWordNet [3] which is lacking in relationship distinc-

tion.

An et al. [2] revealed skewness of news outlets by analyzing their

news contents spread throughout the tweeter.

H. M. Alonso et al. [1] tackled omissions between news state-

ments which are similar but not identical. The omission occupies

one category in news bias. They also revealed that features com-

prised of simple linguistic cues increased the omission classification

results on a manually annotated corpus.

Some works focused on linguistic analysis for bias detection on

text data. Recasens et al. [18] targeted bias words in Wikipedia

pages. They utilized linguistic resources as features to detect bias

words from the revised sentence history in Wikipedia.

Baumer, E. et al. [4] utilized the Recasens’ linguistic features to

identify framing language in political news as well as some features

form theoretical literature on framing. Their detecting tasks using

the features achieved comparable performance with that of humans

in terms of accuracy, F1, and recall, but weakness in precision. This

paper also has a base on the use of linguistic resources introduced

in the previous works to identify where news bias appears in a news

article.

To enable users to compare multiple contents at one time,

Nadamoto and Tanaka proposed a new type of web browser called

Comparative Web Browser (CWB) [12]. Their system automati-

cally synchronizes the passages of the relevant web pages which are

similar each other so that the users compare the similar information

easily. B-CWB [11] extended the CWB for news articles written in

different languages. It analyzed two similar new pages that report

the same event and discovered differences between them based on

the content synchronization. Ma and Yoshikawa proposed a news

comparison system called TVBanc [10]. They analyzed bias and di-

versity in news content by comparing topics and viewpoints. Their

approach looks similar with ours but we study deep into news bias.

We use a hierarchical way that narrows down bias searching space

for the news document, not only for the document in itself.

3. Bias Word Representation

To detect news bias words computationally, we represent each

word by following features. Here, two types of features are used.

- 1) baseline feature from previous works, and 2) relative feature

which is devised for the relative strength of bias words.

3. 1 Baseline features
Baseline feature includes grammatical role of a word based on

part of speech, whether a word is a named entity or not, document

structure where a word occurs in a news document, linguistic cues

such as subjectivity/objectivity [19], sentiment [9], verb character-

istics [18] [6] [7] [8], as well as the word itself. Table 3 shows the

baseline feature in detail. All these features in baseline feature set

are document-dependent, which means each feature in this set only

cares about word occurrences in a given document according to pre-

defined dictionary.

3. 2 Relative Features
To detect subtle bias in news article, we present to use relativity as

a feature. This feature captures how much a word in a document has

biasing potential by comparing its usage through the corpus. The

basic idea of relative feature is to put word usage through the cor-

pus together, and then, compare the frequency of the usage. For this



ID Feature Description

1 Word Word w itself

2 Stem stem of w

3 POS POS of w

4 Position Position of w in the sentence

5 Hedge w is in Hyland, 2005

6 Factive verb w is in Hooper, 1975

7 Assertive verb w is in Hooper, 1975

8 Implicative verb w is in Karttunen, 1971

9 Report verb w is in Recasens et al., 2013

10 Entailment w is in Berant et al., 2012

11 Strong subjective w is in Riloff and Wiebe, 2003

12 Weak subjective w is in Riloff and Wiebe, 2003

13 Positive word w is in Liu et al., 2005

14 Negative word w is in Liu et al., 2005

15 Bias Lexicon w is in Recasens et al., 2013

16 Named Entity w is Named Entity
Table 3 Baseline Features

process, we apply the concept of the inverse document frequency

(IDF), which is a well-known statistic in information retrieval. Ba-

sically, IDF measures whether a term is common or rare across all

documents in the corpus as follows.

Id f (w) =
|D|

d f (d,w)
(1)

where |D| is the total number of documents in the corpus, and df

is the number of documents where the word w appears. This feature

has flexibility in terms that it is unrestricted by predefined dictio-

nary.

We can expand the IDF concept to the other features described

previously. For example, to check bias from assertiveness side for a

specific news event by using the assertive word dictionary, we can

set the relative assertiveness as shown in equation (2).

r f =
|D|

d f ( assertive words, d)
(2)

By applying word2vec approach, we take the usage of semanti-

cally similar words into account beyond the dictionary existence as

shown in (3).

r f =
|D|

d f ( w’ that is similar word of w, d)
(3)

It is also defined by means of sentiment words (or subjectivity

words), named entities in (4) and (5) as below.

r f =
|D|

d f ( w’ having similar polarity of w, d)
(4)

r f =
|D|

d f ( w that is a named entity, d)
(5)

4. News Bias Detection

In this section, we present the process to detect bias word using

the previously described features. We deal with news articles in a

hierarchical manner which consists of three levels, i.e., document,

paragraph and word level, to analyze the existence of bias in it. Here

are two ways to tackle bias detection on the hierarchical structure

‘Top down’ approach and ‘Bottom up’ approach. The main differ-

ence between them is based on how the approach looks at the bias

in news articles. The top down approach is based on ‘News bias

is detected by distinction of the similarities.’ And the bottom up

approach is based on ‘News bias is the result of aggregation of the

biasing units.’ In this section, we describe those two approaches in

detail.

4. 1 Top down approach
The main idea in the top down approach is that we narrow down

the focusing area of the news document to detect hidden bias in-

ducing words step by step. Each step filters out similarity and only

considers the difference between the articles.

The document level detects which document shows different con-

tent compared to the whole document set. For a given news article d,

it constructs the set of the news articles D which describes the same

news event with d. Each news article is represented as its keywords.

Then, the distribution of news set is analyzed in terms of the similar-

ity distance of main aspects of the articles. Next, for the target news

d, we check whether the news d is located within a dense region of

the cluster or not under a threshold delta. We call the dense region

majority. If d belongs to the majority, it is not a biased article. Oth-

erwise, it is regarded as a bias candidate document. From the output

of the document level, therefore, we can check the bias induced by

the differences of main aspects of news articles even the articles are

dealing with the same event.

In the paragraph level, we only consider the majority and filter

out the others to check the news bias in detail. From the major-

ity, we investigate which paragraph contains similar information on

surface, but different underneath with other paragraphs from differ-

ent articles in the majority. Here the difference could be the nuance

implying news outlet’s likes and dislikes for the main agent of the

event or the event itself.

So in this step, the output is paragraph pairs indicating the same

specific information from different news articles. The information

from them looks same on the surface, but each of them causes user

understanding differently for the event.

The word level highlights which word in the paragraph makes the

difference, i.e., bias inducing words. From the paragraph pairs, the

semantic differences are analyzed. It yields bias inducing words in

the three different degrees, such as high, middle and low accord-

ing to their biasing scores. In this step the proposed relative feature

plays an important role to calculate the biasing scores.

4. 2 Bottom up approach
The bottom up approach starts with detecting bias inducing

words. It assumes that the more bias inducing words appear in a

news article the more biased the article becomes. First, given the

target news article d, it detects the most likely words to cause dif-



(a) Washington Post (b) Huffington Post

Figure 1 An Example of Bias Word Detection

ferent nuance by comparing the news articles in D based on the

relative features. Figure 1 shows an example of biasing word detec-

tion. The two news articles are reporting federal judge’s decision

on Trump’s executive order referred to “Trump travel van”. Here,

the pure IDF scores are used for relative features to examine bias-

ing words. The pure IDF-based feature scores are categorized into

three scales, such as top 50% to top 30%, top 30% to top 10% and

top 10%, highlighted by yellow, pink and red, respectively. It means

that red colored words have more potential to be bias words. Topi-

cally important terms in the news article are colored with blue It can

be identified by TF-IDF scores for each news article.

The paragraph level aggregates biasing scores of detected words

for each paragraph of d. If the aggregated score of a paragraph

exceeds a certain threshold value, the paragraph is considered as

biasing candidate paragraph. From this step, we check which para-

graphs in d are more likely to show different meaning from those of

the news article set D.

Finally, the document level summarizes biasing capacity for the

target news article d by using the aggregated scores of the para-

graph level. Based on the summarized value, we determine whether

the target news d is biased or not and how much it is biased.

5. Contrasting News Bias

To support the news reader’s understanding of news bias, we

suggest a news contrasting system based on the bias detection pro-

cess. The system contrasts news articles in the document level, the

paragraph level and the word level. Figure 2 describes the overview

of the system interface.

The bottom of Figure 2 shows how the news articles are dis-

tributed and where the user-selected article is located. By using

this news map, the user can check the aspect skewness of a specific

news event in outline. In the document level, if the user selects a

document d about the news event e, the system automatically dis-

plays a news map which shows the distribution of the news articles

in terms of their aspects and contents. Then it marks where the tar-

get document d and its counterpart article are located in the map by

comparing all document in the news set D and displays it in parallel

by using the counterpart choosing mechanism.

In the paragraph level, on the user-selected news article, bias can-

didate paragraphs are highlighted as the user scrolls down the arti-

cle. Also the highlighted paragraphs are matched with those of the

counterpart article. When the user scrolls down the news document,

if there is a bias inducing paragraph, the system highlights that part

and also finds contrasting paragraph which contains most opposing

meaning, then, displays it in the opposite site.

For this implementation, it needs to consider the selecting method

of biasing paragraph and its counterpart and synchronizing method

of the paragraph pair automatically.

In the paragraph level, on the user-selected news article, bias can-

didate paragraphs are highlighted as the user scrolls down the arti-

cle. Also the highlighted paragraphs are matched with those of the

counterpart article. When the user scroll down the news document,

if there is a bias inducing paragraph, the system highlights that part

and also finds contrasting paragraph which contains most opposing

meaning, then, displays it in the opposing site. The red boxes in the

Figure 2 illustrates this process. For this implementation, it needs to

consider the selecting method of biasing paragraph and its counter-

part and synchronizing method of the paragraph pair automatically.

In the word level,the system highlights the detected bias inducing

words by the three different degrees, such as high, middle and low,

according to their biasing scores on the user-selected paragraph. In

addition, the system shows the matched words which have contrast

meanings in the opposite part based on the detected candidates for

the bias words.

The main benefit of the system is that the bias can be displayed

three different level and compared with the counterpart at the same



Figure 2 System Outlook for Bias Detection and Contrast

time so that user can understand the way of bias injection to the

news articles caused by word choices. Because people generally

perceive an object by comparing of others, the system could support

better awareness of news bias as well as the way of word choices to

generate news bias.

Our next step is to implement the detailed mechanism. Also, we

will build ground truth for the bias words in the news articles and

evaluate the performance of bias word detection by employing cloud

resources. We anticipate our visualized interface can be used for this

process.

6. Conclusions and Future Works

Detecting news bias is a challenging task in computer science as

well as linguistics area because of its subtle and implicit charac-

teristics. In this paper, we proposed relative features which adopt

the concept of relativity to detect bias inducing words in news arti-

cles. We also presented two hierarchical approaches for news bias

detection. Based on the bias detecting methods, we suggested a

contrasting system for investigating news bias. We anticipate the

system can support better awareness of news bias as well as the way

of word choices to generate news bias.

In the future work, it needs to define the bias detection mechanism

in detail. Specifically, it is about how to calculate partial difference

but overall similarity. We will construct labeled dataset to evalu-

ate how well the bias detecting process based on relative features

captures bias in the newspaper by utilizing human resources. We

will also enrich our features by applying subcategories from Verb-

Net [22], Framenet [20], and LIWC sources [17] suitable for news

bias.
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